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Introduction

Traffic Planning
Yumeshima Resort consists of five themes, each with different characteristics. The landscape design is a 
rich natural skyline through fragments and continuous sections. And with the waterscape as the interface, 
the real and illusory scenes are mapped, like the contrast between day and night but not conflicting.

Applying the concept of resilient city, only the ambulances and trucks are opened on the ground floor, and the space is given to passenge-
rs and bicycles to create a spacious and safe activity field. In addition, due to the small size of the island and the lack of direct traffic, the
resort will have a direct access port. The traffic on the island is to set up traffic nodes every 400m to forma circular line. On the upper pa-
rt of the subway and the plane road, an elevated transport corridor is constructed to establish a perfect transportation network.
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Create towering man-made hills on flat islands, trying 
to blur the boundaries between nature and architecture 
and create new landscape features.

Visitors gather here to see the style of the resort, 
and then the cable car surrounds the resort to ex-
perience the level of natural landscape.

As a seafront facade, we create parking spaces and
entrances by extending the building to the sea.

The resort’s shopping mall is imaged by rolling
 hills and valleys, with raised hills as shopping 
plazas and flat valleys as public sports venues.

The dense cherry blossom forest is an independent 
superior accommodation area where you can exper-
ience the romance of Osaka.

The pyramid shape symbolizes the image of the casino, 
along a special path into the psychedelic water shadow, 
through the water reflection can look at the entire resort 
skyline.

The resort’s art center is characterized by quicksand, 
and the curved lines symbolize the long sandy beach. 
The starry sky theater symbolizes the swirling center 
of the quicksand.

Create a floating walk through the elevated pas-
sages and use glass to connect the boundaries of 
the building to the sky.

casino gallery&beach theater
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“The Yamato Spirit” project combines virtual reality with daily life, creating a new type of entertainment 
resort.  In this project, Virtual reality enhances the visual effect and human interaction, while physical const-
ruction builds the network of people,nature,and Osaka.  In addition Yumeshima is the artificial island located
at the mouth of sea, facing the threat of tsunami, therefore the complex evacuation route and disater problems
are derived.  Create a new life style for Yumeshima by integrating the entertainment and evacuation through 
the vertical and horizontal functional partition.  Additionally, we plan the composite circular line, and import
software analysis to improve operational efficiency.
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The platform is an important node in the resort,showing our opnion to the vertical
flow,which builds the connection between architecture and nature by the stair 

EXODUS
Horizon
There are three stations,Cliff,Hill,and main stat-
ionclose to the Expo site,and instantly evacuati-
ng people while disaster occur.
This test explores the station distribution with
the evacuation efficiency.

Vertical 
The platform and corridor become the refuge pl-
atform while tsunami coming.There are four esc-
ape ladders on each platform.This test explores
the evacuation capacity of each platform.

Mix Reality Display
The project combines the real world with the vi-
rtual world to create new environments and visu-
al effects. Mixed reality is not limited to happen-
ing in the physical or virtual world, but also a 
mixture of reality and virtual environment, prov-
iding visitors with a wonderful experience of fut- 
ure entertainment.

The 9th Virtual Design World Cup - OSAKA Dream Island,the Future City for Entertainment
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Parking Lot
Tourist vehicles or staff vehicles 
are available for parking.

Resort
The resort will combine the Expo to 
showcase the future of life with XR 
technology.

Solar power area
Supplying electricity on the island.

Compound Container
Terminal
Container-only area for 
accommodation and storage. 

   Medical center and administration
Administration of the island and assistance in 
handling various emergencies.

Port
Direct port for passengers and cargo.

EXPO2025

Transition zone between
the Expo and the resort.
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